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Abstract-A numerical method for estimating accurate first derivative, fiX,, of a function, ft., is proposed. 
This methodology leads to the approximate determination of an optimal step which minimizes rounding and 
truncation errors. The method described here has been applied 10 different functions and its performance 
compared with that of classical methods using a proportional step length and that of Dumontet and Vignes. 
We show that on a large field of application this algorithm tends to associate the efficiency of the optimal 
step method with the requisite of a moderate number of evaluations. 
INTRODUCTION 
Quite often, Physical systems can be adequately represented only by means of non-linear 
mathematical models. For a variety of reasons (see, e.g. [I, 21 for comprehensive review), 
biological phenomena belong to this category; consequently, their dynamical analyses, although 
till now mainly considered as linear, must be amenable to non-linear analyses. A typical 
example is to be found in the biological system we have used to work with: calcium metabolism. 
Indeed, evidence of its rhythmical manifestations led us to consider as a fundamental requisite 
the formulation of both a new concept of calcium homeostasis and a functional non-linear 
model of calcium metabolism[3]. In essence, the constancy of the composition of the “milieu 
intCrieur” is only an approximation; rhythmic fluctuations of the concentrations of circulating 
calcium and phosphate ions are; calcium metabolism stability, homeostasis, is the stability of a 
non-equilibrium state. 
The numerical estimations of parameters of this model from experimental data requires, as 
for every model of this type, determination of an objective function of these parameters. Such 
a function needs to be optimized to fit the model to the data. 
We may divide optimization methods into two classes: direct research methods and gradient 
methods, a procedure involving an alternation of both categories being broadly 
recommended[4]. Nevertheless, in a practical problem, the efficiency of gradient methods 
associated with a numerical estimation of the first derivatives is largely diminished by 
introduction of rounding and truncation errors. So, the resulting computational problem may 
involve judicious choice and/or development of satisfactory optimization algorithms. 
Most general proposed algorithms for numerical calculating of the first derivative fix, of a 
function f,I, (single step length taken in a positive or a negative direction-two steps, one in a 
negative direction, the other in a positive one, so-called centered approximation-and several 
steps, called polynomial approximation) used a step length, h, either fixed or proportional to the 
parameter value. The choice of the step length is made in terms of both the used estimation 
method and the nature of the problem to be solved (range of values for the derivatives). The 
most popular method, because of its accuracy, is based on the centered approximation formula: 
approximation flI, = d(h) = f ( r+hFfwh), h_+o 2h 
Dumontet and VignesISl have presented a methodology for improving the precision of 
numerical calculation of derivatives. Such a method, based on determination of an optimal step 
length, yields the best approximation of the derivatives. However, requiring estimation of the 
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third order derivative, this procedure involves a large number of evaluations of the function and 
consequently a large computer time. 
Recently Stepleman and Winarsky[6] have shown that by using results on the nature of the 
asymptotic onvergence of d(h) to the derivative fix,, a reliable method can be obtained which 
avoids any explicit estimation of roundings and truncation errors. Although the number of 
function evaluations is lower by this method than by that of Dumontet and Vignes, the cost 
remains high. 
This paper proposes a methodology which, from a restricted number of evaluations of the 
functions, e.g. an adequate amount of computing time, preserves the advantages of the 
procedure[5], e.g. the determination of an optimal step length prior to estimation of the 
derivatives. 
2.DESCRIPTIONOFTHEPROPOSEDMETHOD 
2.1 The theory 
Let f(x) be a function, assumed continuous with definite of N + 1 order derivatives. In the 
region near x0, f(x) can be developed in terms of a Taylor series defined by: 
(1) 
where eN+i, absolute method error committed on the evolution of fCX, at point x0 + h, is such as: 
f%+" 
eN-+l(h) = (N + *)! 
. hN+I 
where y E 1x0, x0 + h[ and f{$+” is the (N + 1)st order derivative of f(x) at point y. 
Run on a computer, equation (1) must be written: 
where AfCXj, absolute computing error committed on the evaluation of fCX, at point x0+ h, is 
assumed constant on the interval x0, x0+ h. 
As the problem is set here, the numerical estimation of the first order derivative consists in 
the evaluation, for a Taylor series using terms of degree N, of the interval x0, x0 + h such as 
terms of upper N + 1 degree be neglected. Thus, we have to consider the (N + 1)st order 
derivative as a constant on the definite interval and ‘$,+I can be expressed as: 
eN+,(h) = AN+, * hNc’. (3) 
Using equations (2) and (3), the computation of the estimation of the first derivative is achieved 
according to the following expression: 
f @+h) - f&$ 
h 
=~,f!+f’-‘+AN+,.h”++ 
where AN+, - hN +(Af,,,/h) is the absolute overall error, E N+I, affeChg the estimation of the 
first derivative at point x0. 
It is shown that this error is minimal for: 
(4) 
that is to say: 
(5) 
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With Ajo., constant and using equations (2) and (5), it is shown that_ the expression of the 
absolute overall error committed on the estimation of fCX, at point x0+ hN, &.,+,, is given by: 
(6) 
Let us consider a function requiring an expansion into a N + 1 degree series on the interval 
[x0, x0 + h] where h 3 &,. 
Assuming that it exists a value of h, tN, such as the terms of degree higher than N + 1 can 
be neglected in the interval [x0, x0+ hN]; then, for a sufficiently small (N +2)nd order 
derivative, it is found, at the point x0+ &, the relation: 
f,,) + 5 fI::, * h^y$ + EN+, # 
n=, n! 
where EN+*, the absolute overall error in the approximation of (N + l)st order, is expressed by: 
E N+z=AN+z*~N ‘N+2 + Af,,,. (8) 
As a result, it is found that: 
A N+2 = AN+I 
and, from (4) at the order N + 1: 
N+2 
iN+l = 
Afw 
> (N+l)*A,+, * 
(9) 
(10) 
2.2 Method 
Based on our theoretical development, we have realized an approach for estimating the 
optimal step, which one has been applied to the most general methods for calculating, 
numerically, the derivatives of a function. The general schema consists on the determination, 
from a preliminary estimation of the second derivative, of the optimal value of the step for 
order-one and order-two with further application to centered or not methods. 
2.2.1 Estimation of AN+,. For N = 1, e.g. linear approximation. Using equation (4) it is 
shown that for the order-zero, no value of h can be determined. Thus, in the case of a linear 
approximation, the determination of A N+, requires the determination of the second derivative 
f:‘=,. Then, it is necessary to get three evaluations of the function 
-at point x0 
-at point x0-t h,, for h, large enough to consider the computing error as neglectable. The 
value :
h, = 0.1 . /x01 (11) 
was chosen. 
-at point x0+ ho such as lfCro+h,j -f ,,)#2Af(x). This value of ho was approximated by 
applying the linear relationship: 
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A f 
l, 
(x0) 2=-. 
2 (13) 
For N = 2. Quadratic approximation in one direction. A new estimation of the second 
derivative f;l,, is obtained for the points x0, x0+ hr and x0 + I&; then, using equation (9) and the 
value of A*, A3 can be expressed by: 
A3= (A+) .i (14) 
Centered approximation formula. Assuming that the 2nd order derivative is monotonous in 
the interval 1x0- h,, x0 + h,[, then a direct relationship can be expressed between A2 and A3: 
AI=2 
I 
(15) 
and then 
2.2.2 Estimation of the optimal step, 6,. For N = 1. Using the relation (4), the optimal step 
6, can be expressed by: 
6, = J(2). (16) 
As a result, the first derivative at the order-one can be calculated. 
For N = 2. Whatever be the method of order-two (centered or not), the optimal step & is 
defined by the equation: 
The formula for the first derivatives become respectively: 
-for quadratic approximation i  one direction: 
-for centered approximation: 
f’ 
(x0) 
=f&+l;*, - f(x& 
262 . 
(17) 
(18) 
(19) 
3. PROGRAM 
A program was written in FORTRAN on the basis of the proposed method. Both the 
classical methods using a proportional step length for the 1st order (linear) and 2nd order, 
(quadratic or centered) approximations and the Dumontet and Vignes’ method[5] were asso- 
ciated with this program. The program was run on a PDP 1 l/34 (Digital Equipment) in double or 
single precision, according to the examples dealt with, with 17 and 7 significant figures 
respectively. As in one of the methods of reference[5] estimation of the absolute error Af,,, 
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takes into account the number of significant bits: AftI, is equal to 2-42. ]fcX,] and 2-*’ * Ifcx,l in 
double and single precision respectively. Table 2 illustrates some steps of our algorithms 
illustrated by one of the tested functions presented in Table 1 namely function No. 6, 
jcX, = Log(x). Th e in ica e d t d coefficients include HMIN, i.e. the smallest variation in x such that 
x0+ h is numerically different from x0; HI, HO, A2, A3, OPTIMAL STEP and ESTIMATION, 
i.e. respectively the equations (11x19) defined in METHOD; ACCURACY, i.e. the relative 
error with respect o the analytical derivative. 
In the classical methods (noted METHOD A in Tables 3-5, and 7 and 8), we applied a 
proportional step to the value of the variable X; such a proportionality factor is specific to the 
method employed and its value was adopted owing to its mean quality on the set of functions 
tested. In double precision, its value is respectively IO-*, IO-’ and 10” for the linear, quadratic 
on one side, and centered approximations. For the approximation centered in single precision, it 
is 10m3. 
Furthermore, the program provides for dealing with a too low initial value of h,, i.e. such 
that fcxO+,,,) was not numerically significantly different from flti by multiplying this parameter by 
a factor of 10 as often as required. 
4. RESULTS 
Ten functions with a single variable x, most of them taken from examples elected by 
Dumontet [7], were used to validate our method, called Method B. The mathematical equations 
of these functions (No. l-10) and some of their particularities are presented in Table 1. 
For the estimation of the first derivatives of these functions, a general range of variations of 
x determined and divided into ten intervals. The extent of this variation range and the 
subdivision into intervals is characteristic of the function investigated and/or the properties of 
its derivatives at certain points. From each interval thus defined, ten values of the variable x 
were selected randomly and the derivatives, estimated at each of these points. 
Among the set of estimates of the first derivative which we carried out, we have reported in 
Tables 3-8 those which appeared to be the most representative ones. 
5. DISCUSSION OF RESULTS 
By applying the classical methods for estimating the first derivatives of the functions listed 
in Table 1, results lead general conclusions closely similar to those previously presented by 
Atkins 181: the centered approximation formula is better in relative precision than the quadratic 
approximation of one side, the latter being itself more efficient han the linear approximation; 
however, the linear approximation requires the same number of evaluations of the function (two 
evaluations) as the centered approximation. 
The level of relative precision obtained by the classical centered approximation formula can 
be considered as satisfactory in most of the cases examined, since the routine values of the 
relative error were of the order of IO-“, in double precision. However, as shown by the results 
given in Tables 5(a) and (b), special situations may be found for which the classical centered 
approximation formula (Method A) was unsuitable. These cases are denoted by one or two 
asterisks. On the other hand, Method B here proposed makes it possible to obtain satisfactory 
estimation of the first derivative in the same conditions. 
The special cases denoted by an asterisk (Table 5b) correspond to the estimation of a first 
derivative for relative low values of x applied to functions including a constant erm. In view of 
the considerable weight thus assumed by this constant erm, any significant numerical variation 
in fcX, requires the use of a sufficiently long step. Taking for example function No. 9, 
fcX, = 10” + x, and working in double precision, the step must be’at least equal to 10” for jcX, to 
vary significantly. The classical method provided for the use of an average step ranging from 
5.10-‘3 to 5.10-* where x varied from 10m9 to 10+5, and this is inadequate. Method B, however, 
in the same interval of variation of x, provided for steps whose values rose from 1 to 670, thus 
serving to obtain satisfactory results. 
The special cases denoted by two asterisks (Table Sa) correspond to the estimation of the 
first derivative of fcX, in a region in which this derivative changes uddenly. Hence for function 
No. 10, the first derivative varies from 0 to 10” for x varying of lo-’ around 1. By Method A, 
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the steps adopted of about lo-’ were far too long, whereas with Method B, the optimal step 
recommended was 7.10-‘O, giving a correct estimate of the derivative in this very restricted 
space of variation of x. 
As with the classical methods, the relative precision obtained with Method B increased with 
the expansion order. However, no significant difference in the precision obtained with the two 
approximation modes of the 2nd order was observed in the set of examples analyzed, and 
moreover, both methods required five evaluations of the function. With a few exceptions, the 
number of estimations of the function required in Method B increased twofold (linear 
approximation) to 2.5 times (centered approximation formula). Obviously, the values of the 
optimal step determined by Method B varied in accordance with the function tested, and 
differed from those adopted by the classical methods. Let us consider, for instance, the case of 
function No. 8 reported in Table 5(a): for low values of x, i.e. for a zone in which the function 
varies extremely rapidly between -1 and +I, the values of the optimal step were very small, up 
to 104 times lower than those of the corresponding proportional step; however, when x reaches 
high values, i.e. when fCX, varies slowly, the step values obtained by both Method A and 
Method B became comparable. 
We compared our digital experiment with that of Dumontet and Vignes [5] for the overall set 
of tested functions listed in Table 1. Table 6 presents the results of one of these analyses. The 
order of magnitude of the optimal step obtained by Method B was similar to that obtained by 
Dumontet and Vignes’ method our method showed a tendency to underestimate he optimal 
step length. Hence while the relative precisions obtained by these two methods remained 
comparable, the precision given by the method of Dumontet and Vignes was globally better but 
the cost of the evaluation was considerably higher: the number of estimations of the function, 
for calculations in the centered approximation formula, was generally 5 by our method. It 
ranged from 11 to 23 with Dumontet and Vignes’ method. Furthermore, the fact that our 
method does not attempt o assign a precise value to the error term of a given order, often 
makes it possible to obtain a correct estimate of the derivative in cases where Dumontet and 
Vignes’ method fails. See for example results denoted by one asterisk in Table 6. In fact, the 
algorithm of the method [5] includes the determination of the third derivative and, consequently, 
is unsuitable for situations in which this third derivative reaches values which are equal to or 
less than the computer underflow value. 
Finally, one of our initial objectives appears to be attained, namely, to propose a reliable 
method with a field of application as vast as possible. Apart from the fact that Method B yields 
satisfactory results where classical methods fail, the relative errors committed in the estimation 
of the first derivative by Method B maintain, over a broad range of variation of x, a comparable 
order of magnitude, whether in single (Tables 6 and 7) or double (Tables 3-5) precision. 
Obviously, double precision needs to be used whenever a high level of precision is required 
(e.g. compare the results obtained for function No. 5 in Table 5(b) to those in Table 7). 
6. GENERAL DISCUSSION 
Before drawing some general conclusions, it may be worthwhile stressing certain points 
relative to the approximations made in our method and to their consequences. 
6.1 Use of the relution (7) 
The approximation of relation (7) to an equality, at point x0 + h^,, as appearing in equation (9) 
involves two requirements: 
6.1.1 To satisfy both equations (12) and (ll), the optimal step must be such as: 
In other words, if h^, is found to be higher than h,, it is necessary to find an upper step h,, using 
for example an iterative procedure. However, it must be noted that this case did not arise in the 
examples dealt with here. 
6.1.2 The third derivative must have low values (i.e. the variation of the second dervative is 
small in the neighbourhood of x0 + g,), this must be considered as a severe restriction. 
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However, since the error involves the product of the third derivative by the square of h^, length 
(formula (8)), the weight of this requirement is largely minimized: as an example, we report the 
results obtained in quadratic approximation with function No. 7 (Table 8). For low values of x 
corresponding to high values of the third derivative, the level of precision reached remained 
satisfactory, and was moreover comparable to that obtained by the classical method. 
6.2 Approximation of the absolute error Af,,, to a constant value. 
Several methods have been recommended to evaluate the absolute error committed on a 
function[9,10]. The quality of these methods is generally detrimental to the number of 
calculations required; hence their use appear as incompatible with one of our objectives, i.e. a 
limited number of evaluations of the function. We assigned to Afo., the estimated value 
proposed by [7]; the use of AfCX, is justified as long as the interval x0, x0+ h is small. Obviously, 
that is not always the case. However, since only the (N + 1)st root of AfCX, is involved, the 
weight of its under-or-over-estimate is minimized, consequently, this kind of approximation 
must not seriously lower the quality of the results. 
6.3 Consequences on the preferential use of the centered approximation formula 
Although it requires the use of an additional hypothesis, i.e. a monotonous variation in the 
second derivative over the interval x0- h, x0+ h, the centered approximation formula is 
generally preferable to the quadratic approximation of one side. In fact, processed by classical 
methods, this formula allows an estimation to the 2nd order with the minimum number of 
evaluations of fcX., two estimations. However, attempted with Method B, the number of 
evaluations of fcX, with the 2nd order estimation (five estimations) is the same in both cases, and 
with an equivalent level of precision. Hence using Method B, the drawback of introducing an 
additional hypothesis by preferential use of the centered approximation formula can be 
avoided. 
In conclusion, the method here proposed culminates in satisfactory estimations of 1st order 
derivatives with the advantage of providing a relatively constant level of precision throughout 
the horizon investigated, whatever the type of function tested. In addition, the level of precision 
achieved by Method B was closely comparable to that obtained by classical methods, when the 
latter performed well. Hence the extension of the field of application of the calculation of first 
derivatives as presented at the end of this study was not detrimental to the level of precision, 
which always remained on the order of magnitude of that obtained by classical methods. The 
number of evaluations of the function required (about five), while being 2-2.5 times greater than 
the quantity required by classical methods was still far lower than the number equired by other 
variable step length methods: about 15 evaluations for the method of Dumontet and Vignes[S] 
and 10 for that of Stepleman and Winarsky[6]. 
Hence within a method constructed on the basis of that of Ref. [5] we have shown that the 
use of rounding and truncation errors, even if approximate, seems adequate. This makes it 
possible to avoid a determination of the third derivative[5] or to use a method independent of
these errors[6] to achieve a comparable l vel of precision and, furthermore with the advantage 
of a lower number of function evaluations. 
Finally, since with an ever-increasing frequency, description of complex systems, mainly 
biological phenomena, includes mathematical modeling and requires determination of an 
“objective function” to be optimized, the type of methodology here proposed could be 
considered as a useful tool for the development of satisfactory optimization algorithms. 
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